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Abstract

Two antagonistic tendencies in the way work is organized can be observed in Europe and the North-American

continent. First, there is the growing tendency toward more efficient and flexible modes of organizing by way of a

clear (re)distribution of authority. At the other hand, the importance of participation and cooperation in the workplace

is growing, also in view of ideas about empowerment, organizational democracy, and self-management. The purpose

of this paper is to explore the possibility of organizing work in a circular manner, based on a synthesis of traditional

and participative work relationships. Circularity implies that an ultimate authority in the workplace is absent and each

member of the organization can participate directly or through representation in decision-making. Design precepts for

organizing in a circular manner are discussed, and some implications for the role of authority and participation in the

(postmodern) workplace are explored.
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Work, Authority and Participation:

The Scenario of Circular Organizing

INTRODUCTION

The 1980s and 1990s have been remarkable in the sense that two contrasting tendencies in the way work is organized

and controlled have been, and still are, developing in Europe and the North-American continent. The first one is a

tendency toward more efficient and flexible work relationships, typically imposed on the organization by those who

have the authority to do so. The other tendency involves a shift to participative and cooperative governance in the

workplace. This article explores the possibility of a synthesis of traditional and participative work relationships by

organizing work in a circular manner. Circularity implies that although authority continues to play an important role in

the workplace, an ultimate authority is absent, and each member can participate directly or through representation in

decision-making.

The Return to Authority in the Workplace

The tendency toward more cost-efficient and flexible modes of organizing is most evident in attempts to downsize the

work force (Atchison, 1991). In order to meet this kind of objectives, the role of employees is therefore increasingly

(re)captured in terms of clear authority structures. In this respect, several authors have pointed at certain benefits of

the authoritarian system which may be the only effective organizational device for managing large numbers of people

which also preserves unambiguous accountability for the work they do (Carley, 1992; Jaques, 1990).

Authority in the workplace is based on the conditions agreed upon in the employment contract - be it individual or

collective, tacit or written - which implies an unequal division of authority: the employee sells (the right to decide

over) his or her labor power to the employer who in exchange undertakes to pay out a certain remuneration (Knudsen,

1995).

The fundamental insecurity arising from authoritarian employment relationships tends to be detrimental to

employees' mental health and decreases productivity and morale (Hartley et al., 1991; Hirschhorn, 1990). Other

implications or side-effects of the traditional employment contract that have been observed are employees becoming

less cooperative, more aggressive, less satisfied, and alienated from their work (Baron and Neuman, 1996; Blauner,

1964; Collinson, 1994; O'Connell-Davidson, 1994; Ouchi, 1981; Voyer, 1994). These observations can be explained

by looking at the underlying system: if managers apply their authority no matter what the situation, they in effect

(re)produce a system in which people are either dependent and submissive, or rebellous; vice versa, if employees
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remain silent, dependent and submissive, or become rebellous, they in effect (re)produce a system in which managers

have to act on the basis of authority.

The Shift to Participation

Another tendency in how work is organized involves a shift to participative and cooperative governance in the

workplace (Atchison, 1991; Katzner, 1995). This shift appears to be both inevitable and necessary, also in view of

ideas about empowerment, organizational democracy, self-management and total quality management. Participative

governance is inevitable because the capacity for participation is already widespread and will continue to grow, but is

also necessary because the issues faced tend to be too complex and interdependent to be solved by a few people in

authority (McLagan and Nel, 1995). Most actual attempts to stimulate participation in the workplace, including

quality circles and semi-autonomous teams, have been aiming at partial participation, leaving the underlying authority

structure unaffected. In general, the move toward participation in the workplace has therefore shown greater diffusion

at the level of principle than of practice (Stewart and Manz, 1995; Wall, 1982). Thus, the kind of fundamental change

that would dramatically increase quality, productivity and customer awareness remains elusive, not because partial

participation programs are wrong, but because they have not been propelled by a new vision of institutional

governance based on the idea of fully participative work relationships (McLagan and Nel, 1995).

In order to be effective, this new vision would have to incorporate the role of authority, because one cannot escape

from the reality of the role of authority in organizations. Moreover, authors advocating more participation in the work-

place tend to disregard the positive quality of the authoritarian system (Iannello, 1992; McLagan and Nel, 1995;

Peters, 1987).

In this respect, many authors assume participative and authoritarian work relations in their pure forms are incom-

patible, basically because you cannot advocate participation and have bosses continue to manage the workplace

(Dahl, 1989; Hedlund, 1994; Manz and Sims, 1987; Mulder, 1971; Vaughan, 1983; McLagan and Nel, 1995).

Domination versus Self-determination

At a more deeper level, the contradiction between the return to authoritarian systems and the shift to participative sys-

tems may arise from different concepts of power implicated by these two generic systems. Authority in the workplace

implies the concept of domination, that is, power over others in terms of the capacity of one actor to carry out his own

will despite resistance of other people, for example, to get these people to do things they would not otherwise do

(Clegg, 1989; Pfeffer, 1992). By contrast, participation is based on an entirely different concept of power, self-

determination, which involves the power to act autonomously when people are capable to negotiate, decide and act

together voluntarily (Dahl, 1989; Emery, 1980). The concept of self-determination is inextricable from the idea of
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democracy (Emery and Thorsrud, 1976), and, following Dahl, self-determination in its pure form would make

domination "impossible (or at any rate illegitimate), since any group facing coercion on any matter could demand and

through secession gain autonomy" (Dahl, 1989, p. 196-97).

THE EMERGENCE OF CIRCULAR FORMS OF ORGANIZING

Given the argument thusfar, the exploration of a synthesis between authoritarian and participative systems should start

with a new concept of power that integrates the thesis of domination with self-determination as its anti-thesis. 

In the US the idea of circularity has been explored extensively by Ackoff (1981; 1989; 1994). Ackoff's early work

in this area was triggered by his search for an organizational design that supports interactive planning processes. He

proposed all people with authority in organizations, from the chief executive to the supervisor, should have boards

made up of their immediate superiors and subordinates to create a circularity of responsibility and accountability. The

board at any given level is responsible for planning and coordinating the work for which that person is responsible,

and also for reviewing and evaluating his or her performance, and should according to Ackoff (1981) decide by

majority vote. In sum, Ackoff's model of circular organizing involves two modes of organizing - the administrative

hierarchy and the boards - but leaves open the issue of how these different modes should be linked.

Companies such as Kodak, Alcoa, Anheuser-Busch and A&P Supermarkets have applied Ackoff's ideas, although

the precise form is said to vary significantly from organization to organization (Ackoff, 1989). Studies of these or

other organizations using Ackoff's ideas are not available, but on the basis of experiences in these organizations (not

described in any detail), Ackoff recently argued boards should operate by consensus rather than majority rule: "Boards

should prepare their own operating procedures, but most of them operate in much the same way. Most, for example,

operate by consensus rather than majority rule. The advantages of consensus over split decisions are apparent. The

principal advantage is that it removes the possibility of a tyranny of the majority, the type of tyranny most frequently

encountered" (Ackoff, 1994, p. 133). Ackoff's concept of circular organizing can be summarized as a 'democratic

hierarchy' having three essential characteristics: the absence of an ultimate authority; the ability of each member to

participate directly or through representation in all decisions that affect him or her directly; and the ability to make and

implement decisions that affect no one other than the decision makers (Ackoff, 1994).

The idea of circularity has also emerged in Europe, especially in several organizations in the Netherlands

(Endenburg, 1988; Van Vlissingen, 1991; Romme, 1996). Noteworthy in this form of circular organizing, in the

Netherlands also known as sociocratic organizing, is the use of 'double linking' between hierarchically ordered teams

or 'circles'. Double linking implies that a team is linked to the next higher team in the hierarchy by means of, first, its

functional leader (e.g., supervisor) who is appointed by the next higher team, and second, a representative or
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spokesman who is elected within the team. The representative participates in decision-making in the next higher team,

together with the hierarchical leader who also remains responsible for supervising the work process in the team

(Endenburg, 1988; Van Vlissingen, 1991). As such, double linking may provide guaranteed representation upward,

without a substantial erosion of the authority of the leader, and may promote both downward and upward

communication between teams (Van Vlissingen, 1991).

The emergence of circular forms of organizing raises fundamental questions about the possibility to synthesize

authority and participation as governance principles. In this respect, circularity implies the capacity to switch between

authority and participation, and, as such, is based on feedback rather than power as the key organizing principle

(Romme, 1995). Compared to the Ackoff model of circular organizing, the Dutch model has developed into a system

of well-defined principles and procedures. In addition, it has recently also been introduced in organizations outside the

Netherlands, for example, in Brazil, Canada and the US (Reijmer and Romme, 1996), which suggests it may not be

biased toward exclusive Dutch institutional or cultural conditions.

Background

The development of the circular organization in the Netherlands has been initiated by Gerard Endenburg who began

experimenting in the early 1970s with circular ideas in Endenburg Elektrotechniek, a medium-sized company

working in the area of the design, production, installation and renovation of electrotechnical installations, control

systems, switching boards, and other electronic instruments. In these experiments Gerard Endenburg used ideas from

two sources. The first source was the Dutch educational and social theorist Kees Boeke who consistently applied

Quaker consensus principles in organizing and administering his primary, secondary and high school, in which

Endenburg was enrolled for a period of more than ten years. In this respect, the Quaker tradition recognizes that the

best solution to important problems will in all likelihood come out of the collective wisdom of those closest to the

problem, regardless of their formal position (Louis, 1994).

The second source inspiring Endenburg in his initial experiments was systems theory. After high school,

Endenburg was trained as an electrical engineer and thus became familiar with (technical) systems theory, and in

particular, the distinction between between linear and non-linear dynamic systems. In linear systems, information

flows in one direction only, whereas in a non-linear system, information flows in two directions.

Inspired by the idea of consensus decision-making and ideas about non-linear systems from engineering,

Endenburg started to develop the model of circular organizing. First, he adapted the Quaker consensus principle of

full agreement to consent, or the "absence of any argued objection". In other words, where a consensus decision is

arrived at when all say 'yes', for a consent decision it is sufficient that no one says 'no'. The possibility to raise

objections would give each individual employee the power to influence and control his own work environment,

whereas the emphasis on the arguments behind objections was also expected to stimulate creative solutions.
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Other elements were also derived by analogy from systems theory. Endenburg found that organizations are typi-

cally viewed with a linear image in mind, that is, we tend to assume that power flows from top to bottom. From an

engineering viewpoint, however, organizations are severely hampered by their linear management structure, and

therefore Endenburg decided to create a dynamic structure, in which feedback rather than power is the key organizing

principle.

Outline of Circular Design Precepts

The circular model, as it currently operates in about twenty Dutch and four non-Dutch organizations, involves the

following four principles (Endenburg, 1988; 1992).

Decision-making about policy at all levels is governed by consent, defined as "no argued objection". This

principle implies the reasons and arguments offered are of prime importance, and a decision is made when each

participant gives consent. Note that only policy decisions are made by consent. In general, consent decision-making

allows the application of other decision methods, as long as this is agreed upon by consent. Thus, decisions about

implementation of policy are in Endenburg Elektrotechniek typically delegated to line managers or supervisors (as

functional leaders), although other methods such as majority rule could also be used.

Every member of the organization belongs to at least one circle, a work unit. A circle is a group of people with a

common work objective whose basic mode of policy decision-making is consent (see first principle). The circle

includes the functional leader (e.g., supervisor or manager) of the work process administered by that circle. Consent

decision-making normally occurs in specially scheduled meetings. Circle meetings decide about decision topics which

are relevant to the work objectives of the circle and which are within the limits of the circle's authority, that is, the

policy domain of the circle.

Double linking between hierarchically ordered circles. The organization, if large enough, subdivides into a

hierarchy of circles in which each lower circle is double linked to the next higher circle. That is, each circle is

represented in the next higher circle by the functional leader (supervisor or manager) and one or more additional

representative(s) chosen from the circle by consent. Double linking extends Likert's (1976) well-known 'linking pin'

principle, which suggests that the functional leader participates in decision-making in his own unit as well as at the

next higher hierarchical level. The double linking principle adds another linkage between these two levels, which is

similar to Likert's linkage - the representative participates in decision-making at both levels - but complementary in

terms of power flow: the representatives are chosen at the lower level (bottom up) whereas functional leaders are

appointed by the next higher hierarchical level (top down).

Election of persons by consent after open discussion. This principle implies each circle assigns its membership

by consent to the positions and tasks required to realize the circle's work objectives by way of an open discussion. As
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such, it logically follows from the former three precepts. However, the transition from traditional toward circular

organizing tends to be most evident in elections. Important elections in each circle involve the circle's chair, represen-

tative(s) to the next higher circle, and functional leaders. People tend to be reluctant about discussing other persons in

public, especially when they are present, because the practice of most democratic systems suggests secret voting is the

best way to deal with elections. An election by consent emphasizes the importance of arguments raised in favor of

certain candidates.

Implications of Circular Organizing

The implementation of these precepts implies the administrative hierarchy, and the control instruments typically used

(e.g., direct supervision, activity control, output measurement), are integrated into the circular structure. The circular

structure is superimposed on the administrative hierarchy, and can thus correct any problems arising in the context of

work processes governed on the basis of authority. Figure 1 shows a typical circular structure which is superimposed

over the administrative hierarchy. Each unit circle includes all members of the unit. The general circle includes, for

example, the general manager (or CEO), unit managers, and (at least) one representative chosen from each unit circle.

The membership of the top circle includes the general manager, one or more representative(s) from the general circle,

and several outside members (cf. directors). Figure 1 shows the basic form of a circular structure, which can be

adapted to the needs of larger or more complex hierarchies, for example, by adding an additional layer of circles or by

delegating certain temporary projects to so-called support circles (which are similar to project teams).

--------------------------------

Figure 1 here

--------------------------------

AUTHORITY, PARTICIPATION, AND CIRCULARITY

The argument in the previous section suggests the circular model is a practical model for regulating the workplace,

based on a new concept of power which synthesizes the role of authority and participation. Several implications for

some of the most sensitive areas in organizational life will now be explored: the issue of policy making, the allocation

of positions and tasks, the role of employment contracts, and the issue of ownership.

The Issue of Policy Making

In an authoritarian system, work tends to be divided in a rather straightforward manner: managers think and

employees do. Thus, the formulation of strategic and business policy and the implementation of policy are separate

activities (Daft and Macintosh, 1984). In participative systems such as worker co-operatives, people with different
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roles sit together to discuss about and decide on all (policy) issues.

In a circular system there are two modes of organizing: the circular mode and the hierarchical mode. Circles are

the places where policy is made, with each circle level focusing on a different level of abstraction and accountability

(e.g., work processes in unit circles, competitive strategy in the general circle, and the long-term viability of the

organization in the top circle). Part of this ongoing policy process is the (re)construction and use of the administrative

hierarchy, for example, by delegating certain tasks from the general circle to a unit circle or to the general manager.

Thus, it appears that the circular organization may be able to combine the benefits of the administrative hierarchy with

the advantages of horizontal, team-like processes in circles. 

Allocating Positions and Tasks 

In an authoritarian system, executives are appointed by the Board, middle managers are appointed by the executives,

and middle managers allocate tasks to the employees in their work unit. In a participative system, executives and

managers are appointed in a democratic or consensual manner from the membership of the organization, and tasks are

also allocated in a team-like fashion. In a circular system, managers are elected through a participative and open

decision-making process in the next higher circle. That is, the top circle appoints (by consent) the general manager,

and the general circle appoints the unit managers. At the same time, representatives are chosen in a bottom up manner

(from unit to general circle, and from general to top circle). These two similar processes of top-down election of

leaders and bottom-up elections of representatives increases the problem solving capacity of the whole system, for

example, with regard to potential misfits between persons and positions, or any other problems that may arise in

authoritarian or participative systems.

Employment Contracts, Partnership, and Circularity

Authority in the workplace is based on the employment contract which implies the employee sells (the right to decide

over) his or her labor power to the employer. The shift to participation in the workplace, however, would require a

kind of partnership contract with all employees.

Authority and partnership can be reconciled as follows. Each employee has an employment contract with the

organization, and at the same time they participate in decision-making about their circle's policy, including decisions

to recruit new employees or untie existing employment relationships. For example, when an employee repeatedly fails

to perform, anyone in the circle accountable for this employee can propose to untie the relationship with the employee

in question. The procedure in such a case is that this employee is invited to participate in the discussion on this

proposal during the circle meeting, in order to be able to hear his side of the story, but has no say in the final decision.

In other words, a circle member does not have the right to object in case of decisions about his contract with the

circle. A decision to untie the relationship between employee and unit circle may lead the general circle to explore any
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opportunities to place this employee in another circle, before a final decision about ending the employment contract is

taken. In general, this procedure appears to combine the benefits of partnership in the workplace with the employment

contract as one of the key elements of the market economy.

Ownership and Circularity

The idea of circularity of power also has major implications for the relationship between (e.g., stock) owners and the

organization. The traditional ownership situation is based on the assumption that the financial owner is and should be

the ultimate authority in the workplace. This idea underlies most legal forms currently in use (corporation, partners-

hip, foundation) but is highly contingent on the scarcity of financial capital relative to other means of production.

These other means, particularly the knowledge of workers, have become as important as capital (Zeleny, 1989), and

can only be exploited by acknowledging the need for learning and participation at all organizational levels.

The circular model implies financial owners should be able to influence decision-making in the top circle (cf.

Board of Directors), but not at the cost of the influence of other interests. Currently there is no legal form available

which supports this idea. Therefore, several companies which have introduced circular organizing in the Netherlands

have created a solution by combining the corporation and foundation in one hybrid legal entity. In this legal structure

the foundation owns all stock in the corporation, and as such controls the company from a financial perspective. The

constitution of the foundation is based on the same design precepts as the corporation's constitution, and according to

both constitutions the top circle of the corporation automatically also acts as the top circle of the foundation. This top

circle includes at least one external member (director), representing the interests of stock owners. This legal

construction is formally accepted by the Dutch government, but in view of its hybrid character a new 'circular' legal

form is now being developed.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The emergence of circular organizing can be understood as the start of an interesting new scenario for the future of

work organization. This scenario grew out of dissatisfaction with two trends in the organization of work - the return to

authority and the shift to participation - and intends to combine the benefits of authoritarian and participative systems.

By superimposing a consent-based circular structure on the hierarchical structure, organizations are redefined in terms

of human systems which are controlled by way of participative processes rather than on the basis of an ultimate

authority derived from (external) ownership.

The notion of power is redefined accordingly. Whereas most social science literature tends to view power as

something given and relatively fixed (Clegg, 1989; Hardy and Clegg, 1996), in the context of a circular system power

acquires another quality. First, the circular model stresses the relational quality of power, that is, the use of power can

be controlled and corrected at all levels in the organization by a circular structure which governs the hierarchical
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structure. Second, the circular model facilitates the process of representation of power by providing a forum where the

use and allocation of power can be discussed. At the same time, the hierarchy continues to play an important role,

which may prevent the kind of excesses participative system tend to bring about (e.g., too much talk and too few

actions).

In this respect, the circular model to some extent reflects a post-modern view which stresses the relational quality

of power, the representation of power, and the fixing of power (Clegg, 1989). However, it also undermines the typical

post-modern world view which is highly critical of any attempt to recast power relationships (Jermier, Knights and

Nord, 1994; Hardy and Clegg, 1996). As such, the circular model is based on the idea that the antagonism between

domination and self-determination, and thus between authority and participation, can be usefully overcome. The

circular model of workplace governance may therefore help to create more human conditions in the workplace

without automatically producing a conflict of interest between authority and participation.
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Introduction

Georges Romme, associate professor at Maastricht University (the Netherlands), explores a
scenario for how work can be organized in a circular manner. Two tendencies in work relations
are outlined: a return to authoritarian governance of the workplace, and at the same time, the
inevitable and necessary shift toward more participation. Subsequently, the possibility of a
synthesis of traditional and participative work relationships by organizing work in a circular
manner is explored. Circularity implies that although authority may continues to play an
important role in the workplace, an ultimate authority is absent, and each member can partici-
pate directly or through representation in decision processes which are organized in circles.


